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The organisation of Revolutionary Anarchists has no intention '
of repeating these mistakes. We base ourselves firmly on re-
cognition of the class nature of capitalism and the fact that the
working class is the only revolutionary class within capitalist
society. But this in itself is hardly enough. It is necessary for
Anarchists to develop from this basis a relevant theory of mod-
em capitalism which analyses its strengths and weaknesses so
that thesystem can be fought more effectively. Such theory,
and its development through practice, must also be capable of
defeating the authoritarian ideas of Leninism and Stalinism
which presently dominate the British left. Libertarian Com-
munist Review has an important part to play in the develop-
ment of such ea theory, and of the ORA.
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EDITORIAL
I TRODU CTION

B ritish Anarchists, unlike those in other countries, have in
recent years shown an almost total disregard for the develop-
ment of a theoretical understanding of the world in which we
live and the ways in which it has to be changed. In the l960’s
we had the “Revisionist Anarchism" of Colin Ward and those
grouped around the magazine Anarchy. What passed for
‘theory’ among this group was in fact a reformist recipe of
liberalism and pacifism in approximately equal proportions.
Anarchy almost totally ignored class struggle and had no rec-
ognition of the central role of theworking class in changing
society.

On the other hand we had the mindless activism of certain
groups and individuals within the Anarchist Federation of
Britain (now defunct). They implicitly accepted the revision-
ist notion that “the movement is everything- - the goal is
nothing? Many of them worked very hard in single issue cam-
paigns - e.g. the peace movement, squatting , etc. These cam-
paigns tended to be seen as an end in themselves, rather than
as part of the struggle against capitalism. Inevitably when
these struggles lost initial momentum the ‘activists’ either
dropped out completely or turned their attention to the wor-
thy cause where the whole wretched process could be repeated.
Without a coherent theoretical basis to direct these activities, i
the effort expended was largely wasted and the real possibility i
of a revolutionary Anarchistic presence in the British work-
ing class was lost.
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Since the 1917 Russian Revolution, it has been generally accep- I
ted on the left that a revolutionary party, in the sense of a
‘van-guard’, is necessary for a successful revolution. Anarchist
criticism has been shrugged _off as coming from a numerically
insignificant group of purists,who, unlike the Leninists, have
never carried out a successful revolution. However, the denun-
ciation of Stalin by Khruschev, and the crushing of the Hungar-
ian revolt in 1956 (among other things) has made it manifestly
clear to all but the most blinkered that the revolution in Russia
has been a failure. It might have been thought that Leninism
would have been completely discredited, but myths about Sta-
lin have been replaced by myths about Mao or Castro, or in
the case of the Trotskyisfis. the myth that the revolution could
have been successful, if it riad had the ‘correct’ leadership.
Leninism, in its Stalinist or Trotskyist forms, remains the dom-
inant ideology of therevolutionary left, partly because the cm-
phasis on authority and leadership is more comprehensible V to
people raised in an authoritarian society than is the Anarchist
rejection of authoritarianism. Anarchism has often gained
ground after a revolution, when people resent attempts to re-I
impose authority on them. Butthough in the present situation
in Britain, the Anarchists are numerically even more insignific-
ant than the Trotskyists, our ideas remain important since they
not only raise the question of the nature of post revolutionary
society, but alsothe related problem of how to launch a success-
ful revolution. This is seen above all in the Anarchist rejection
of the revolutionary party in its Leninist sense.

The main argument of this article is that the party is the reflec-
tion of the society it seeks to create. In looking at the major
left groupings - social democratic, Stalinist, Leninist, Trotsky-
ist - there is obviously a certain simplification. For instance,
I ignore theories put forward by Gramsci and Luxembourg as
well as groupings like the left of the Labour Party (a peculiar
amalgam of Methodism, Social Democracy and Stalinism). A
lack of space does not allow as complete a discussion of the
problem as I would like, and certainly people like Gramsci
should not be ignored. However, at this time it is nepcpepssary to
concentrate on the main party groupings. v I " I S _ .-
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by Geoff Foote

1. SOCIAL DEMOCRACY

In bourgeois democratic society the structure of these political
parties which support the existing social order - conservative or
reformist - are mirrors of a hierarchical authoritarian society.
In the same way it can be said that those organisations which
seek to transform society in the interests of the working class
reflect within their structure the type of society they wish to
create. The social democratic party, for example, derives its str -
ucture from its attitude towards bourgeois authority. Social
democrats seek to create a socialist society on behalf of the work
ing class, but fail to challenge the institutiosiosf bourgeois democ-
racy. Since social democrats accept theiauthority of the bourge-
ois state and law, they become agents of that authority. They
make the mistake of assuming that the state stands above the
class conflict, to be captured at elections by the representatives
of the bourgeoisie or the proletariat. In fact the State is in the
midst of the class struggle, operating as the armed wing of the
ruling class. This can be seen not only in this country, but also
in other European Social Democratic parties (eg. the French
socialists under Mollet sent troops on animperialast expedition

- to Suez in 1956 - and justified it in Marxist terms. The German
social democrats have a long history of acting as instruments

r of bourgeois authority, from their suppression of the Spartakist
revolt to their support for the West German emergency laws).
The contradictions of social democracy - a result of its attitude
to authority - resolve themselves into the position of undermin-
ing the revolutionary potential of the working class.

The social democratic vision of a new society - essentially fire
same as the old one in all respects but with the exception t
the people are ruled with a beneficial paternalism which will
end inequalities - is mirrored in its organisational structure.
The leadership is a small bureaucracy running a mass party. The
most important section of the leadership - the parliamentary
party - is completely out of control of the mass organisation.
Nominations for parliamentary candidature must be approved
by the leadership. In Britain, the Labour-Party group which
draws up policies for the next election (the National Executive
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Committee) is elected by non mandated conference delegates,
and is thus out of control of the membersihip. When left wing

_policies are put forward they are ignored. cg. Gaitskcll I over
CND, in 1960 and Wilson during and after government office).
The mass membership of the party has all the abstract freedoms
of bourgeois society - freedom of speech, freedom to hold
radically different ideas etc., - so that Trotskyist ‘entrist’
goups like the Revolutionary Socialist League can co-exist with
rightists like ‘Woodrow Wyatt (and millionaire capitalists like
Robert Maxwell) without upsetting the party.The parallels with
bourgeois society are made complete by the fact that as soon
as ‘subversive’ groups begin to pose a serious threat, as did the
Communist Party in the ' 20’s or the SLL in the 60’s they are
expelled en massc. Of course this does not mean that social
democratic parties are any more free of mass pressures than are
the ruling class. They need to win elections, and are often driv-
en to absurd promises, like calling for a price freeze in a capital-
ist society caught in the throes of international inflation - a
policy made more absurd and phoney by the fact that it is
proposed by Wilson and Callaghan, instigators of the 1966 wage
freeze. We can see from this that the institutionalised formal
democracy of social democratic parties - a form without any
substance - is a mirror of the social democrat’s vision of social-
ism as a bourgeois society without the bourgeoisie. '

2.THE STALINIST PARTIES

Unlike the social democrats the Stalinists (and I do not count
the British Cl? as Stalinist but as left social democrat) seek to
challenge bourgeois authority. However, they do not do so in
the interests of democratic liberty, but in the interests of an
opposing authority which claims to be more efficient than the
bourgeoisie. Capitalist ‘anarchy’ will be replaced by bureau -
cratic planning which will end bourgeois exploitation and in -
equality of distribution .ThesStalinis't view of a socialist society
- 'a bureaucratic‘Statc on the model of the USSR, with a mon-
olithic ideology, where a small leadership dictates policy to the
_masses,- is reflected in the structure of the Stalinist parties.
Because of its historic origins in Leninism, the party is commit-
ed to democratic centralism, but real democracy is absent, be -
cause of the banning of factions, and the demand that the mem-
bership must submit completely to the policies worked out in
the Central Committee. v _
The Stalinists’ subjection to the need to defend Russia often
leads to a situation where it can be revolutionary (eg.the big
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failure of the Russian revolution to the fact thatit took place
in a non-industrialised country racked by Civil War and inter -
national bourgeois intervention. While nobody can underesti-
mate the tremendous consequences of such ‘external’ factors,
it would be completely misleading to ignore ‘internal’ factors
such as the Leninist theory of the Party and the relationship
between the party and the working class.

Lenin’s theory of the party is derived from his view of the na -
ture of revolution and the role of revolutionaries. Revolution, s
Lenin correctly saw, is of necessity authoritarian. As Engels
wrote: “A revolution is certainly the most authoritarianthing s
there is: it is an act whereby one part of the population impos-
es its will on the other by means of rifles, bayonets and cannon,
all ofwhich are highly authoritarian means. "{2} (This does not
mean of course that a revolution cannot be the most liberating
thing there is). From this arises the idea that a transitional re-
gme - the dictatorship of the proletariat - is needed to smash
any attempt by the bourgeoisie to destroy the revolution. The
role of the revolutionary party in this situation is the role of
political leadership of the working class. “There could not have
been social democrattc consciousness among the workers. It
would have to be brought to them from without...the working
class exclusively by its own efforts is able to develop only trade
union consciousness” (3). Lenin later modified this position
to take account of the undeniable spontaneity of the class.
(“The economists have gone to one extreme. To straighten mat
ters out one had to pull in the other direction, and this is what
I have done” (4). Lenin often pointed out that the proletariat
was sometimes more revolutionary than the party. But the pri-
mary role of creating consciousness lies in the party: “The wor-
king class is instinctivebh -Ypontaneously social democratic, and I
more than ten years ofwork putin by social democracy has
done a great deal to transform this spontaneity into conscious-
ness. ” (5) Leadership is a solutely necessary for revolutionary
success because of the fra entation of consciousness and the
organisation of the ruling lass. But the nature of this leader -
ship is more than mere persuasion and raising of consciousness.
Such leadership is inevitable in any situation where rrlany people
are confused because they have never thought about the issues
and listen to someone who has - who is in that sense a leader.
An organization which seeks to link local struggles and explain a
future course is, whether we like it or not, necessary. But the
Leninist party is not only concerned with ideologcal leadership.
It seeks political leadership of the State,since the proletariat, un
like a democratic centralist party, does notnnecessarily have the
‘concrete view’ even after a revolution. Even in his most ‘liber-
tarian ’ text Lenin writes: “1Byeducating they workers’party, s

strike called by the Communists in France and Italy in 1947/48) Marxism edwaies The Vimgllflrd fifth? Pmleiafiafi I’-‘@9453? 9f i
or, more usually, COUI'lIBl'rl'BVOll.1lllOI'l3l'y (eg.Stalinist opposition assulnillg POW?!‘ and leading The Whole Pwple F0 $0¢i453m”'(6l
to the Spanish revolution of 1936, their attitude to the May re- Lenin later explains the reason for this vanguard ot the proleta-
volt in France in 1968). The contradictions of Stalinism attemp- riat: ‘TWe are not Utopians, we do not dream ofdisposing at
ting to change society are no less great than those of social
democracy.

 

3. LENIN’S CONCEPT o1= THE PARTY
Unlike social democracy and Stalinism, Leninism seeks to chal-
lenge bourgeois authority in the name of revolutionary freedom.
Lenin in ‘State and Revolution’ called for a society where the
State - defined as an instrument of class oppression - would
eventually ‘disappear. The paradox emerges when a Leninist
government suppressed freedom and smashed the attempt of
the Russian working class to free itself from rulers. This para-
dox is made clear only if we keep in mind that the revolution-
ary party is a reflection of the social order it seeks to create.
It is significant that Chris Hannah should write that: “It trim-
portant to note that for Lenin the party is not the embryo of
the workers ’ state. "{1}, while at the same time attfibuthig the

once with alladministration, with all subordination... No, we
want the socialist revolution with subordination, controlmid
foreman and accountants. ” ( 7} Any notion of self emancipa-
tion and self education is missing in Lenin. Realisingthe strenght
of the authoritarian culture he attacks and underestimates the
speed with which many people overthrow authoritarian ideo-
logy in a revolutionary situation. He fails to see that“.. if the
proletaLig_;_itselfdoes n_ot know how_ to create the necessary
prerequisites for the socialist organisation of labour, no one
can do this for it and no one can compel it to do this.. Social=
tsm and socialist organisation will be set up by the proletariat
itself)‘, or they will not be set up at all. Something else will be
set up - State capitalism ” (8).
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4. LENINIST SUBSTITUTIONISM.

Just as in the transitional regime of _‘proletarian’ dictatorship the
hierarchy of authority and subordination remains, so in the
party there isin the Central Committeeand its policies. There
is a hierarchy of authority. District andvfactory circles, local and
territorial committees are elected and their decisions are then
communicated from the top down. Opposition from the sub-
ordinatessis quashed, or at best tolerated. In Russia the Left
Communists were hounded out of existence in 1918. From the
Democratic Ccntralists and the Workers’ Opposition were frow-
ned upon, and eventually, in 1921, after a party Congresswhich v
oppositionist claimed had rigged delegations, all factions were
banned within the party (like most permanent bans, this was
‘.temporary’). The Cheka was then used agaist the oppositionists
forced to illegally. Trotsky summed up Leninist ideas vividly in
1924 when he said: “...the Party in the last analysis is always
right, because the Party is the single historical instrument given
to the proletariat forthe solutionofits basic problems... I know
that one must not be right against the party. One can be right
only with the Party, and through the.Party, forhistory has no
other road for being in the right. "{9}- Ironically it was Trotsky
himself who, in I904 had pointed out the danger-of such ideas.
Before he became a Leninist he in a polemic againstLeninist t
views of the Partyt “ The organisation of the party substitutes
itselffor the party as a whole, when thescentralsycommittee it-
selfforthe organisation, and finally the dictator substitutes
himselffor the central committee.{”(1,0) . 1 A p

This substitutionism, in the partyywas reflected in the society  
the Bolsheviks created. The rule of the party (or rather, its
Central Committee) was substituted for the rule of the pro-
letariat. The workers’ committees running industry were castra-
ted in 1917-1918 (before the civil war, the devastating effects
of which are the constant excuse for Trotskyistand Stalinist
apologists) in preparation for one man management. Bythe sum
mer of 1918 elections to the Soviets had become a farce. In 1918
the Red Army, originally a democratic militia, was transformed
by Trotsky into a non-democratic army on-the bourgeois model,
with saluting, different living quarters for officers, the death pe-
nalty for desertion etc.. In 1920 Trotsky (supported at first by
Lenin) called for the militarisaton of labour -y labour armies to -
be used as scabs - and the substitution of Party -controlled pro-
duction unions for genuine Trade Unions. The nature of the Par-
ty after 1915} (when it was braodened by many who agreed with
Lenin only on the need -to turn the imperialist war “into at civil
war) meant that these proposals came under fire from a signifi-
cant minority (and in the caseof the militarisation of labour
proposalsa majority)- But as we have seen this opposition, and
even the right to organise opposition, was effectively ended with
the 1921 Party Congress. |

Thus the original paradox, that Leninism, a doctrine calling for
revolutionary freedom destroyed that freedom, can be seen not
to be a paradox at all. Lenin’stalk of proletarian democracy,
and freedom from authorityin‘State and Revolution’ remained
just that - talk. By removing such notions to a vague future,
Lenin banished them to therealm of abstraction. What remained
was the immediate task ofoverthrowing capitalism and establish-
ing at transitional regime. Burgeois authority was not challenged
by the authority of a revolutionaryproletariat (which alone
would have laid the real preconditions for the abolition of au-
thoritarianism) but by the authority of a political party- self
proclaimed ‘vanguard of the proletariat’. Precisely because, as
one prominent Left Communist proclaimed “ socialism and
socialist organisation will be set up by the proletariat itself], or
they will not be set up at all ”, the transitional’ regme of
1917/ l 8 remains with us today,-rm-016 Pflwerful than ever,  r v

5. THE TROTSKYIST ATTITUDE.

The Trotskyist never learned anything from failure of the Rus-
sian revolution. Trotsky himself was never to make more than
a partial break with the USSR., and was led into the contradictory
position of defining Russia as a degenerated workers’ state. Le-
ninist organisation with its hierarclries, its authoritarianism and
its notions of leadership and subordination remained. “The
leading cadre plays the same decisive role in relation to the par-
ty that the party plays in relation to the class” (1 1) writes Can-
non, leader of the largest of the American Trotskyist groups, the
Socialist Workers’ party. There is the same intolerance to oppo-
sition : “Those who try to break up the historically created cadres
of the Trotskyist iiarties are in reality aiming to break up the
parties and to liquidate the Trotskyist. movement. They will
not succed. The Trotskyist parties will liquidate the liquidators,
and the SWP has the high historic privilege of setting the examp-
le_“l (12) These are the madmen that claim to be our leaders!
The authoritarian structure of the parties is a reflection of the
socrety they seek to create.

Another Trotskyist leader, Ernest Mandel, writes: “Anyone who
behaves that the mass _of the imperialist countries are ready today
to take over the running of the economy at once, without first
passing through the school ofworkers ’ control, is deceiving him-
selfand others with dangerous illusions. ” (13) More explicitly
he writes: “The production relations arenot changed so long
as the private employer has merelv been replaced by the em -
ployer state, embodied in some all power manager, technocrat
or bureaucrat... The classical solution is the succession of pha-
ses: workers’ control (ie. supervision of the management by the
workersj, workers participation in the management; and workers
self- management. "’(14). Like Lenin, the Trotskyists wish deft!
mocracy and freedom away to a vague future ‘when the workers
are readyfor it’. Theyalso reduce it to an abstraction. '

6. LENINISM - THE I.S. VARIANT.

The one revolutionary group in Britain which seemed to many
to have learned the lessons of the failure of the Russian revolu-
tion, and attempted to be both Leninist and libertarian, was
the International Socialists. Their emphasis on democracy
within the party is shown in a book by three of their most pro-
minent members -Party and Class. Here Duncan Hallas writes
that a revolutionary party cannot possibly be created except
on a thoroughly democratic basis, that unless in its internal life
vigorous tendencies and shades of opinion are represented, a
socialist party cannot rise above the level of a sect. “Internal
democracy is not an optional extra. It is fundamental to the re-
lationship between party members and those amongst whom
they work. ” (1.5) In the same book Tony Cliff writesz“ because
the working class is far from being monolithic, and because the
path to socialism is uncharted, wide differences of strategy and
tactics can and shoukl exist in the revolutionary party. The al-
ternative is the bureacratised party or the sect with its leader...
Scientific socialism must live and thrive on controversy” (1 6)
It seems odd that such democraticsentiments should co-exist
with a total support fo the Bolshevik practice during the Rus-
sian revolution. Even trhose membersof I.S. who, like Peter
Sedgewick argued that the degeneration of the revolution had oc
curred by 1918, attribute the decay to the “military depreciation
and economic ruin which wrought havoc in an already enfeebled
Russia. ” (1 7) No mention of the Leninist view of the Party.
Libertarian socialism and Leninism are incompatible - and the
I.S. group has remained Leninist, and we have recently begun
to sec the results. v



 ?

The stress on democracy within the group has been exposed as
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hollow. As early as 1971, the I.S. leadership reversed a nation-
al conference decision that the group should take a prmclpled
abstentionist position on Britainzs entry lnto the E.E.C. In-
stead , they adopted a position of opposttron to entry. The
way in which the opposition groups like Workers_F1ght and the
“Right Opposition” were expelled is startling 1n view of the
group’ s previous emphasis on faction rights. Tony Chff ‘has
abandoned his earlier position in “Party and Class that wzde
differences in strategy and tactics can and shoulé exist in the
revolutionarj)/_pa1:ty” (18), and now holds that LS. zs_a vo-
luntary orgamsatzon 0fpeople who dzsagree or agree wrthm nar? -
row limits”(19)

The libertarian rhetoric of a society based on workers’ councils
remains, but it is nothing more than a rhetoric. Certain questions
are neverraised, let alone answered. Will the factories be under
workers’ self-management during the“transitional period” ?
Willthe Workers’ State be a federation of workers’ councils,
under the direct control of the working class (a libertarian idea)
or will it be a centralised bureaucracy co-existing with workers’
councils on the Yugoslav model (a Leninist idea)? What hap-
pens if there is a conflict between the centralised authority and
the workers’ councils? (When sucha conflict occured in Rus-

Nobody denies that the condition for revolution in Britain will
be different from those that prevailed in Russia. However , the
idea of a vanguard party remains, as does the danger that the
“transitional period” will prove far from transitional. The idea
that the working class can be liberated by a party - no matter
how correct its line - is an abstraction. All that would happen
would be the creation of a new ruling class, as has been seen in
Russia and other “socialist” countries. The working class must
liberate itself, as. called for by Marx, and in doing so it will create
the preconditions for the liberation of all oppressed groups from
authority.

Our relationship to Leninist theory must be made clear. Leninism
has its strerights as well as its weaknesses. Its recogtition that
working class consciousness isfragmented and generally under
the hold of bourgeois ideology is essentially correct. While he
underestimates how quickly workers can free themselves frm
authoritarian ideology, Lenin did recognise the importance of
leadership. Anarchists must overcome their fear of the idea of
leadership, and recognise that in any csguation where people
are confused , an‘ anarchist will provi e leadership where he or
she advocates libertarian solutions. The difference is that where-

sia in 1917/13 and in S1931" 1936/37 it was the Councils “’h° as anarchist leadership consists of persuation and agitation, the
lost out). Above all, what will be the relationships of the van--
guard party to the State, the Workers’ Councils, and the work-
ing class? How will it avoid substitutionism? Cliffs argument
in Party and Class that.substitutionism can be stopped by a di-
ligent leadership is completely inadequate.

Leninist vanguard party seeks to go beyond agitation to actual
political leadership through its control of the state. For the
purpose of agitation on a national scale some type of organi-
sation is necessary, and here also Leninism should be looked at
more carefully. Lenin saw that the organisation of the party

' —i- 
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was determined by the authoritarian society in which it existed
(though he did not see that the structure of a vanguard party A
determined the society which it created), and tried to solve the
problem by adopting democratic centralism. Democratic cent-
ralism is suited for a vanguard party, but libertarlanism must
reject such a form of organisation which usually turns out to be
more centralised than democrastic. What is needed is an organi-
sation with a high degree of theoretical clarity and a fully deve-
loped sense of responsibility towards other comrades, while at
the same time maintaining _ a maaiimumof political discussion
within the organisation. A central co-ordinating body is vital,
though there must be complete and absolute control over it by
the membership and its task should be minimal and clearly de-
fined. r r h C
Some anarchists have criticised Lenin for this ruthlessness, but
I believe that such a criticism should be rejected Any success-
ful revolution will be faced withthe possibility of civil war and  Notes
tremendous economic difficulties which it willbe forced to meet
ruthlessly if the revolution is to survive. In doing this it may be
necessary to do some horrlfyingsthingsf such as killing ordinary
workers who are fighting for the counter-revolution. = But there
willbe qualitative differences between the libertarian and the
Leninist attitudes. We are‘fig1hting- for differentaims, and so
must reject policies like;7creat-ing _a secret ‘police, prison camps
and “red terror”. Suchspolicies would destroy revolutionary
freedom. We Rmustbe‘ prepared to accept defeats rather than
engage in such actions. s - t

' L

|- .

Finally, we must recognise with Lenin that ‘authority can only be
be defeated by autho,rity,qgg,that_the1Stateq is an
instrument of coercionby one class against another,and pointed A
out that a W0rk@fa?s’.$iats' turmoilof IB-
volution in T A s
must differentiate,ours;ellre’sllfff ]Stat*e. A A V ’
To Lenin the state ,atag,cg¢nt,it;ali,sedrepublic ,co-existing with
workers’ councilst,,swi;thr Tthe centre. A
To libertarians, it sisal‘ aesenirsiissac fedefatioiic of s workers’ coun-
cils under the direct and absolute control of the working class.

Such a state is one that begins to cease being a state almost
immediately. It is not the institutionalisatioii of class oppres-
sion like the Leninist state, but.;£the foundations of liberation.
Since the concept of -a workers? state is now fully associated
with Leninism, and it is thereby simplifiedyrtot become ._mei1ely
class oppression rather than being simultianeouslysg fll6,.,_'il1$’titUli()flS ,-
of liberation which necessitatesfthe dissolution of”theSt1ate,.an‘-
arehists reject the revolutionary society Vlll_ll._".h3VC a tstateiin tits"
initial phase .a q = sq J17 _ A s

' .' '- .= - - +- - .

One thing we must reject clearly is the notion ,5
vanguard party. The division of labour imweeac’-those, Who rule
and those who are ruled has lasted too long, and can only be en-
ded by the self-emancipation of the workiriglclass. is ‘It is absolu-
tely necessary that anarchists clarify their relationship lI0t“l1l’iiSf  
self-emancipation, and the debate on organisation within the
libertarian movement must dev1'e.lopi in asclearsand realistic di- r
rection. s" A
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Recent issues of Libertarian Struggle have devoted some space
to analysing and attacking the role of I.S. in Teachers Rank and
File. This kind of analysis is obviously necessary, yet many pe-
ople who consider themselves vaguely left feel very uneasy when
they read articles by one group attacking another. It’s consider-
ed somehow distasteful, but above all it’s sectarian, implying
that the group has placed their own importance above that of
the working class. There is some truth in this. Sections of the
Maoist movement, differing on minor questions, label the others
“conscious agents of imperialism”, “fronts for the CIA’: etc.
All very good stuff for the sect collector but of very little use to
anyone else, least of all the working class. There would appear
to be two different types of sectaiianism. The latter variety
isn’t sectaiianism in the classic sense of the word, but then the
definitions have spread a little. '

The first definition i.e. sectarian proper is that which occurs
between different groups vying for that much sought after pos -
ition - “the leadership of the working class.”

Since a study of all the set books can entitle one to this position,
the situation rapidly becomes confusing. at the moment two
particular groups have by their own vehemence at least attained
this. One being the Communist Party of Britain (Marxist-Lenim
ist) and the other the Socialist Labour League. Since they hold
this position, then clearly everyone else must not only be wrong
but consciously wrong, and thus “objectively being on the side
of the ruling class?’ The patent absurdity of this position is ob-
vious, but it continues to dominate the politics of these two
goups. Among other less paranoid vyers for the leadership of
the working class, the usual litmus paper test is who has the
most members. At least this bears some relationship to reality
and shows that their ideas do have credibility amongst the most
advanced sections of the working class. But still the argument
is couched in terms -laid down by Lenin. There can only be one
leadership which has defeated the others to create the monolith-
ic highly-centralised body that will lead them to the revolution.
Then, since it represents the most advanced sections, it will rule
in the transitional period between capitalism and full cominun-
ism until the classis ready for full power itselfj if A

BY STEVE KIB L  

The other kind of sectarianism and one that I \VOlll_d-ll'gll_¢_ is
totally necessary is attempting to differentiate between groups
that appear to say the same thing and want the same objective,
but whose practice, theory and methods of actionare entirely
different. Here one has to state quite spedfically, u ' hMor-
ical experience and present day analysis to show thntuiflre is a
difference, and it can not only be seen to be a paperdifference
but one that has a direct bearing on the eventual emergence of
a working class capable and willing to or ise itself to over -
throw capitalism and replace it with W'0l'%‘IS' power. Since
there is a strong link between the way a oup is internally str-
uctured, its method of operation (tactics, mid its supposed aim,
then everything is up for a-ttack.

libertarians have to be very aware ofthis. We are probably the
smallest grouping active in the working class and thus the least
effective. At this present time it is fairly easy to be an effective
Leninist goup with the working class, or at least the most class
conscious elements in it, only recently being weaned away from
the myth that social democracy truly “represents” the working
class and can bring about social justice and equality. Our ideas
are different from “follow us and see a new society created’:
and we have to show this very clearly in our ideas and in the
kind of organisations that we widi to hel to create in the wor-
king class. We believe that the working class should control
society. This means what it says; not that the party, re esent-
ing the most advanced sections, should control society. We be-
lieve in independent working class activity; not just independ-
ent of every group but us. We believe in mil: and file movemen-
ts in the unions; not in groups set up by group cadres with
ready-made policies and papers laid down by a leadership that
knows all the answers. We believe in leaming from the elm
as much as trying to teach and initiate; not in making ii token
bow to participation. In all these our tactics should relate to
our eventual aims. Likewise our organisation and its structure
should relate to our tactics and aims. As we believe in free
speech in the working class, so we believe hi free Speech ii the
organisation, (We believe that minorities have the right to W8
their position, both intemally and publicly, as long as It ls clear
that it is a minority viewpoint. We believe that no one group
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of people should keep their_pkno;p\yledge to themselves, but in -W1 ‘_rh I as IesneeurasedsraLeoatfibute as
much as possible. We believe that no group should have the
power of certain positions to dominate others. And so all pos -
itions are either mandated on a recallable basis or the necessary
functions are rotated, both to avoid psower positions and to
spread experience.. _ " I

All this helps to create an organisation that should be efficient
and libertarian. There is a direct link between this and organis-
ing to create a society built the same way. Not that we seek
to become the revolutionary microcosm of the working class -
which is some kind of crypt-o-Leninist position. What is needed
isa clear understanding and analysis of why actions are under -
taken and why certain ideas are better than others. And why
the essential differences between us and others need to be made
clear. I T s c i

Thus sectarianism is clearly necessary. And it is most necessary
against those who appear to be close to us, but in fact are not.
It is an easy matter to distinguish ourselves from reformism ands.
its ageing st ablemate, Stalinism. The difference between our
selves and the most authoritarian Trotskyist and Maoist groups
are again fairly obvious. Where sectarianism is most needed is
against groups like I..S. who have become adept at taking away
selected portions of libertarian clothing in order to cover up the
more unattractive parts of Lenin’s body. Their cynical manip-
ulation of so;called_,p_rank and file groups has to be attacked and
attacked uniililthérjgi-.-fis,fig§neral re5‘It'satio‘n'jthatj{rar1k 3,1l'lii§;_.ifil6
does mean ‘ tf~i'a*ut*onoinbus workers organising their
own defence and putting forward their own ideas. And that
the role of revolutionary organisation is to help this, not to use
them to build up blocs in the unions to challenge the leadership
andrecruit en rrrasse. iI1.&lLl3Cl(l'I1g=if..S.iSpOli'liCHl113611105-it is
quite validto call" iI1;~1i0 question-the structure of- LS. and how
it has become far more centralised and how the National Com-
mittee would ilfkcitl. make. it more so. Faction and tendency s
rightsshave,-been-eroded away. There are proposalstoregional
committees from federal and delegate bodies into groups of the
bestcadres in the area as chosen by the National Committee..-
Thereparerrproposatls to limit branches to only one resolution at .
conference andssthat based, on the perspectives document drawn
up by the Natisonal Committee. Note should also betaken of
the physi_cal l1'1llITllCifl_lli€iI1,.0lI other leftttgroupstthat I.S.. seems to
be indulging in . the beating up of aRed Weekly seller and
others in Liverpool, the threatened doing-over of Big Flame.A]l
this relates to the lind of politics that LS. is currently pursuing
in theirhope to takeupthe place in the shade recently vacated
by theTCornrnunist Party. .' p t l t

_' . - . -'
_ - - . r . | - ' I '

In short, we need touse sectarianism as a weapon to destroy
any hold that groupsppdominated by theories of Leninism and
reformismhave over sectionsof theworking class. That is what
we are aiming to do, evenif it is not usually phrased like that.
If we ibelielve in workers’ power then those ideas stand in the r
way of the fulfillment of that belief. Not that we should fight
them. the way that 1.8. appears tobe fighting its opponents s
i.e. literally, but fighting them by our argument and organisation
andour willingness to learn. I s t , ~ so t
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In Bntam the world trends of slowing down 1n econonuc grow
th (apart from 1973) and a relative decline in productivity in
the advanced industrial countries, a fall in profit margins, a
decline in investment in important sectors of the economy,
and the consequent galloping inflation as increased costs are
passed on as higher prices, are intensified by a lack of compet-
itivity. This lack of competitivity is a central feature of
20th century British and economic history. Britain’s domin -
ance of 1870 when her exports equalled a third of the world’s
total was gradually eroded mainly by the deyeloprnent of the
U.S. and Germany as major industrial powers. By 1913 Brit -
ain’s share had dropped to 13%- a decline which necessitated
the imperialist war of 1914-1918 and the savage attacks on
the working class in the immediate post-war years. This period
cuhninated in the massive working class defeat of 1926 and
the adoption of a depressed economy in the inter-war years.
The main reason why_ there was no fascist solution to the pro-
blems of British capitalism was not because of the democratic
and undogmatic nature of the British as is frequently asserted,
but because the ruling-class had already defeated the workers _
in the General Strike and because the Wall Street crash had
a minimal impact on Britain. The British economy was already
depressed. The fact that standards of living have increased
greatly since 1945 as a result of capitalist expansion in the
West tended to disguise the reality of the situation. The truth
of the matter was that Britain’s position vis a vis her rivals
continued to decline so that Britain now producesless than
4% of the world’s output.

The slackening of the post-war expansion in the mid-1960’s re-
vealed Britain’s weakness - a weakness which has been express-
ed in countless balance ofpayments crises, devaluations, and
“stop-go” policies. If British capitalism is to be made compet-
itive there are three imperatives: the raising of profit margins,
the stimulation of investment, and, most importantly, a major
attack on working-class standards of living and workers‘ organ-
isations.These imperatives mutually reinforce each other. To
take an example: one of the reasons for the lack of investment
in British industry has been that British capitalists have often

cNei|lieby Al
Z

preferred to invest in countries where there is a disciplined,
low-paid labour force (HS in,South Africa) where profit levels
are higher and there is little danger of the workers becoming
“bloody mindedf.’ This the ruling-class and successive Labour
and Tory governments have clearly realised. In recent years we
have seen numerous aspects ofthis three-pronged strategy in
operation - from productivity deals to attacks on the welfare
state and council housing; from tax concessions to the rich
“In Place of Strife?’ and the Industrial Relations Act; and fin-
ally, Heath’s “Prices and Incomes Policy’? The fact that the
Tory government accepted the potentially crippling costs of
Britain’s entry into the EEC is an indication of how desper-
ate is the position of British capitalism.

However, it has gradually emerged that the key factorjn the
equation ‘ S

higher profits + greater investment + attack on working-class
= expansion = restoration of British oompetitivity '

is the attitude of the working class. The industrial and politic-
al strength of a strong, confident labour movement (I don’t
want to underestimate the limitations of the British working
class movement but they will be discussed later) has repeatedly
frustrated ruling class strategy. The unions sank Barbara
Castle’s ‘IR Place of Strifefthe miners smashed the-norm -1%
strategy; rank and fileinitiative freed the London dockers -
the first purely political strike since the General Strike - and
has rendered the Industrial Relations Act innocuous (at least
up till now). In short, the necessity to make British capital -
ism competitive requires the ruling the ruling class to wage
ever more naked class war on the workers, and the working-
class is not taking this lying down. Strikes are increasing in
duration and in the numbers involved (see table below). Milit-
ancy has brought with it novel forms of struggle - the occup-
ations, flying pickets etc., andtentative moves from rank and
file trades unionists to break down the sectional differences
that bedevil the trade union movement eg. the strike‘ of the
Birmingham engineers and their support of the miners wheels  
forced the closing of the Saltley coal depot. The most recerst
manifestation of this war of attrition in which both sides are
slowly but clearly increasing the stakes, is Heath’s Wage‘ Freeze.
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' 100031
1953-64 (average) I 1,081
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THE FREEZE AND PROSPECTS FOR PHASE THREE

Phases One and Two have been largely successful for the Tories.
Most trades unionists have sullenly accepted wage restraint,
and those workers who have fought against it - civil servants,
londonteachers, gas and hospital workers - have been defeat-
ed. Profit levels are increasing (indeed so high that the Financ-
ial Times has called them “embarrassing”). There is evidence
of increased investment in industry, and the Sunday Times re-
ports that (British industry is planning a massive surge of in-
vestment in new factories and new plant” (1). The latest statis-
tics show a productivityboom which seems to be in excess of
5% per annum. 1 Nevertheless,1tphe.eupho1ria1of the Torypress,
should not blind us to the fact that there are three very nasty
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AWTIGO number of Number of working
days per worker on day; lost

strike 1000's)
1 3-3 ~ 3,712

3-3 2,925  
4-4 1 2.398  
4-O S 2,7a7
2-1 1 4,eeo 1
4.1 S ems
6.1 10,930

12.1 13,551
17.1 22,202
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Thirdly, and most importantly, the Tory government faces the
probability of large scale industrial unrest this winter. The list
of unions with wage claims pending is enough to frighten any
government, let alone the present one whose position is so vul -
nerable. Miners, engineers, electricians,railwaymen and public
service employees have put in for claims which the government
cannot possibly concede, while Hull dockers are already mount-
ing one-day strikes every week in pursuit of an £8 per week
increase. The fear of such an explosion of working-class resent-
ment has led thebosses’ paper par excellence and defender of
the principles of free trade - The Economist - to argue for
food subsidies not because it may alleviate hardship but simply
because it may take a little steam out_,of.the1batt.leS 10 ,¢0IT1¢
this winter. The reasoning is this:

storm clouds ahead for the government - world trends, balance “To suggest these schemes does not mean that any sort_ of
of paymentsproblems, and the inevitable breakdo1wn,of the 1 1 government subsidy for either food or mortgages ts desirable.
Government - TLIC talks with the resulting explosion of work-
ing-class anger this autumnand wlnter. 1 1 1 1  

The I.S. group’s economists are absolutelycorrect instressing
the re-emergence of the international trade cycle. as a major 1
factor in theworld economic situation. Thefact that the Brit-
ish economic revival is not unique must be recognised. The com-
ment of “The Economist” they use to illustrate this deserves
repeating: “All major countriespexpericnced record growth in
the first quarter (of I973) .1.... Japan notched up ta 15% rate,
the United States the largest in any quarter since the Korean
War, and Germany and France also raced ahead despite short-
ages of capacity and labour orders evetywherearc ris -
ing. Germany ’s overseas orders for heavy engineering were up 1
by a third on a year ago.) (But at the some time) inflation fore-
casts were less optimistic and growth everywhere will slow down
next year ....... .. Now we all march in stcpnational trends re-
inforce each other. So the 1974 slowdown could lead to a
1975 recession ’.’ (2). A further recession seems almost inevit-
able inthe next two or three years. 1 1 1 1

More immediately, Britain is going to face a massive balance
of payments problem by the end of the year. British capitalism
seems to be so structurally uncompetitive that it cannot even
take advantage of successive devaluations ofthe pound and it
is certain that in British conditions expansion, together with
the frailty of the pound in the international money money mar
kets, precipitates ea balance of payments deficit. The fact that
since entering the Common Market the trade deficit with other
member countries is increasing is an ominous trend. Already
The Times has labelled the current expansion as “the boom
which must go bust”, and on this year{’s performance it is likely
that by the end of 1973 Britain will be £1000m. in1the1red.l
The floating pound gives a certain amount of elbow room to
the Heath government, but whether it will be en0ugh.to1 avoid
a majorbalance of payments crisis is extremely doubtful. A
major crisis, of course, would necessitate a deflationary budget
and an endto expa.nsion - politically disastrous for the Tories.

The purpose has simply been to argue which variant of substdy
scheme would be least bad. In conditionsofconsiderable ex-
ternaldifficulty, the Heath Government does seem to be about
to sponsor a reasonably sensible general economic policy .1 .....
The worst outcome for the country this winter, will be if that  
policy, and hopes for the cohesion ofBritish society are des - 1
troyed by illegal strikesythat enjoy too much tacit publzc sup-
port. The best outcome willbe if the policy is effectively ac-
cepted and enforced by the public .... _In order to escape
from the worst outcome towards thebest it could be worth 1
introducing some cosmetic illogicalittcs, If theypwould make
what is said to be a harridan ofa policy look more attractive
and cheer people up. ” (3) . 1 ~ S 1 1

However, clutching at straws like food subsidies and the_remote 1
possibility of agreement between the government and the TUC
is useless. Partial concessions, threshold agreements,selective
subsidies, amendments of the I.R.Act etc. may indeed win over
some to supporting Phase 3, but it is hardly likely that any -
thing short of a freeze on prices (which is impossible) will ap -  
pease workers and postpone the inevitable confrontation for a
few more months. The freeze was supposed to be part of an
anti-inflation policy but the experience is that while their wages A
have been frozen, prices have continued to soar. Inflation,rising
at nearly  110% per annum with food prices rising at nearly 20%
is sure to continue at unacceptable levels. The choice for wor-
kers is a stark one: accept Phase 3 and what is effectively a
wage cut - or fight back. Most workers are going to fight. A
long and bitter confrontation over the next few months is a
certainty.

.5.
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CONFRONTATION AND ORGANIZATION 1

The coming confrontation raises a whole seriesof questions  
about the nature of the British Labour movement and its ab1l-
ity to win the next battle in this war of attrition - not that  
victoryor defeat for either workers or government is likely to  



be decisive in the long term. It is interesting to recall the com-
ments of Willie Gallagher and J .R.Campbel1. Both were active
in a remarkably similar situation to the present one - a crumb-
ling economy, inflation, a period of heightened class war. They
argued that the different levels of struggle demanded different
forms of organization:

“It was never so necessary as it is now for the workers ’ move-
ment to submit itself to the most ruthless selflcriticism. Old
tactics and old methods oforganization have to be overhauled
and brought up to date to enable us to meet and overcome
the latest developments oforganization from the employers’
side. Delay spells disaster. Everywhere the organization of
the employers and its catspaw government is being improved
to meet all eventualities. Ifwe do not counter these develoo -
ments with improved organization, then the existing organiz -
ations will be no more able to deflect the employers from im-
nosing industrial rafdam an ll$,il14t1.¢1 1'11 "£1278-i Path1. - -_ .1 _ I I _ _ I I I - I 1 I I | . | I _. _ I _ I 1 : | _ r . _"
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Galla her and Campbell here hi hlight a roblem which is relev-5E 8 P
ant tothe present working class, particularly, to industrial Iniliti-.1

_ . I - _|.

ants. In a period when strikes
confrontation with the forces of the state, the forms of struggle .
developed during the 50’s and the 60’s - strong local shop;flo;0.17
Trfadesiunion officials will becorne nierepronerb seclling out ~
their members, not because they are right-wing, nor because
they are inherently treacherous, but because the objective soc -
ial position of trades union officials, right and left alike, as a ~
bureaucratic caste vacillating between bosses and workers,
means that in a period of naked class war their social base is w
threatened. The problem facing militants is not so much a cri-

docs not answer it) but rather an institutionalil and organisation-
al crisis.
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What is absolutely necessary is théri~'devefillopm*enst of organisatioall
forms which correspond to the imperatives of the levels of i
struggle -in the immediate future. What is needed is a form of
organisation which can overcome the sectionalism and fragment-t
ation of the British labour movement and the not infrequent kf
isolation of individual militants, so that events like the intervcn-;
tion of the Birmingham engineers at Saltley becomes the rule s
rather than the exception. The possibility for such progress
lies in rank and file groups. p The patchy but encouraging growth
offrank and file groups in various unions and combines organ - y
ised around papers like “The‘Collier”,i “Carworker", “Dockwor-=2,
ker“, “Building Workers’ Charter” etc. provides a key to the
solution of the immediate needs of militants. '

._ r‘
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Up and till now these and;fi1e,igr.oags,rthough they i have
begun to break down the problems of fragmentation and isol -
ation of militants, have done little to face the problems faced
bysectionalism. Nevertheless, it seems that the LS. are going to
make an attempt to weld them together intoa nationals struc -
ture - the ambition being to bring together the already signlf — I
icant minority of militants in the working class into a new
National Minority Movement. The Social Worker industrial *
conference at Manchester in the Autumn is expected to raise
such perspectives. We must give critical support to the I .S. on
this position as well as pressing for local committees of struggle 4

sis in leadership (an idea which reformulates the problem but

it "I
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were bewildered by the policy of the Party in the building wor-
kers’ strike where the leadership swung behind the UCATT bu-
reaucracy, refusing to publish “Building Workers’ Charter” and,
as a finale, sending down a couple of hatchetmen from King
Street to silence C.P. rhembers in Birmingham who were leading
a carnpaigr against the actual settlement ! Thisis not to suggest
theta militants will leave the Party in droves but rather that t
there is acontradic_tion between the Party line and the needs of  
its militants, a contradiction that has to be exploited.) e
Secondly, there is the danger that I.S. may dominate and bureau
cratise a national rank and file organisation as they have done t
in the Teachers’,'Rank and File where libertarians have had to
form an opposition to fight bureaucracy and lack of democracy
in the organisation so that Rank and File can fight bureaucracy
and lack of democracy in the NUT. Thirdly, the whole thing    
may degenerate into an LS. recruiting campaign. Finally, it is
quite conceivable that a nationalrank and file organisation may
itself become obsolete as an organisation of struggle, and that
to lay too much emphasis on building such an organisation
opens the way to an emphasis on means of struggle rather than
on the ends of struggle. B l

However, they are problems which have to be faced on a theor -"
etical and practical level sooner or later. The rvevolutionary
left has to take on the C.P. on a political level in industry some
time. One.of the positive contributions libertarians can make
in a rank and file movement at the moment isprecisely the arg-
ument for democracy within the movement and pointing out
the ‘dangers of bureaucratisation. To confuse organisations of
struggle against capitalism with institutions which can bring
about socialism is a disastrous political position. We have to
continually stress that a national organisation of rank and file
militants is an organisational form corresponding to ~a particular
level of struggle - no more, no less, and is certainly not a shad-
ow federation of workers’ councils.

1.

The real question forlibertarians is whether we want to become
acedible part, however small, of the British labour movement.
If we do,we have to participate in the establishment of a
Minority Movement, whatever our reservations about the inten-
tions of LS. and the danger of creeping economism. To delay
to postpone our- decision, to adopt a wait and seeapproach,
couldswell be a disaster.‘ If we miss the boat this time, libertar-
ian politics inBritain will consist "ofr sterile sectarian wrangling,
self-indulging carping criticism of other groups. continuing isol-
311011 from the working class, and, at most, the formulation of
formallycorrect positions without the ability or the influence
to fight for our politics in the working class. The opportunities
for the revolutionary left have never been greater - we can’t  
afford to waste them. l
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which will generalise local struggles and facilitate victory in 
local situatios.
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Ofcourse, there are real dangers in supporting the I.S. in this a p F00'I'|l0"|'Es.
venture. Firstly, the attempt to form a new National Minority ,
Movement may be doomed to failure because of the industrial p (1) The Sunday Times. 29 Ju/y /973.
strength of the C.P. and the continuing dominance of left re -
formist ideas among industrial militants. (There is evidence
that the C.P.’s continuing accommodation to the twists and
turns of left T.U. bureaucrats, particularly Scanlon and Jones,
is villi.  its

_ 1' - I _ _ _ . I ._ I -.- _ . _- .

(2) International Soci el ien 59.

(3) The Economist. /6 August /.973.

(47 Direct Action — An Outline of Hbrkehop end
. .- ' .;*f1:-5'it-' ‘L’ 5}“--. --_-_.'-.,_-_._._-_ -.- - - . '1 "'1, . . - - -- - ..
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POSTSCRIPT i  

l-learhls Phase .3 proposals were greeted in the bourgeois
Press with headlines like "It's more all around” and "Ted
gives us some cheer”, but careful examinalr'on shows that
lhg Phase 3 res rrictiohsi are nothing bur- a disguised wa¢
cut. For ~wo.r'kers, the £2.25 ceiling is hopelessly inad-
aquale given the rise in the cost of lvivmgt The prod-
uctivity “bonus” will only come into effect‘ three months
efle the increased, while the miserable wp safety-net
W1 l 7 only be given when the cost of living rises by 72'.
Of course, the ‘bosses have something lo cheers about: co
controls on prices‘ and profits - such as-“they were -
have been relaxed. is .

The fact that Heath's only major‘ concession in the Fhase
3 package was the "flexib/'l_/'fy’_’ clauses is indicative _of
the frail ly of British cap/ital/sm and the vulnerability
of the Tory oovemmen 2‘. t Heath was unable to give sel-
ect/ve food subsidies which could have pr*ovided the basis
for a deal wt rfh the Trade Lh/‘on leaders, bufhe did offe-
rhe "ant/-social hourjs” clause _a.s an attempt‘ to buy off
the m1_ners._ The Tor/es are being pulled in two differ‘-
em‘ d/erections at the same time: on the 'c-he hand, they -
are tern f/ed of the prospect of a major confron ration,
Particularly one led by the miners, mhile.oo the other
hand, they are unable to provide the sort of measures '
l food subsidies etc.) lm/‘ch could prevent one. T

I
- . I ‘-. - - . as

More mporfanlly, Heath had depended for the success of -
Phase .3 on the slowing down of inflation and the contin-
Lléflfifl of expansron._ "The energy cri.s/Zsshas rendered me
/Impossible. S The balance of paymen rs problem (two record
defici rs in October and _l\bve/mberl, .coup led with the ener-
gy crisis, has precipared theocap/‘tal:'sr crisisrnhich
would have occured anyway in _ea,/fly '/.975. The onl sol-
ution for the Tories issa massive cutback -in iproa{/cf/'v-
I ry and cufdown in consumer" lsomd/‘Ir? so that resources
can be directed towards exports. ~ once -the three-dayi -*'"
week and Barberls min i-budget. "

As the crisis of British ca/or'ral ism is i.otehsifr'ed‘by
the "competitive recession’ of other capitalists nations
the working-class is facing a slump whose effects could
be worse than that of the l9.39’s._ Cons-eouehtly, s
political and or-"gam'zar/'onal t questions of the work ing- S
class movement are becoming /‘ncreasiggly more urgen l._, s,
The coming struggle is likely to be ecisive -f _a major
defeat for the working-cla.s.s will put back themovemenf
years. The key political and organ izationa l demands
must be ones which mire the mass of -the working-cla.ss
on the has is of a combined one laughr on the Tory govern-
ment. Revolutionaries must work for the irrmediale form-
ation of local Councils of/llcr/‘on, composed im'f/‘ally of
socialists and militants, whose immediate tasks would be
lo gain mass support through its in re/7_-venrion in and co-
ordination of local struggles, and to prepare fora Gen-
eral Strike. 'We havje to recognize‘ that l974 will be the
year when the question of power kw: ll be the central "
issue. lh these conditions the alternatives‘ for the
Working-class and the revolutionary left are stark and
brutal.‘ lose and suffer a defeat potentially more dis-
aster-ous than that of I926, or start organ izihg for a
General Strike and the establishment of institutions of
prolelarian power. R

II‘

in.n 

Orgamsatuon of
R lutnona Anarchists
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The victorious revolution of the workers, and peasants
1n 1917 was legally established in the Bolflievik
fialender as the October Revolution. There is some
truth in this, but it is not entirely exact. In
October 1917 the workers and peasants of Russiasur-
mounted a colossal obstacle to the developmmt of
their Revolution. They abolishedthe nominal power
of the capitalist class, but even before that they
achieved something of equal revolutionary inportance
and perhaps even more fundamental. By taking the
economic power from the capitalist class, and the
land from the large owners in the countryside, they
achieved the right to free and uncontrolled work in
the towns, if not the total control of the factories.
Consequently, it was well before October that the
revolutionary workers destroyed the base of capital-
ism. All that was left was the superstructure. If
there had not been this gmeral expropriation of the
capitalists by the workers, the destruction of the
bourgeois state machine - the political revolution -
Would not have succeeded in my Iw. 'I‘he resistance
of the owners would have hem much stronger. On the
other hhmd, the objectives of the social revolution
in October were not limited to the overthrow of cap-

13

italistpower. A long period of practical developrmt
in social sel f-managanaat was before the workers, but
it was to fail in the following years.

Therefore, in considering the evolution of the
Russian socialist Revolution as a whole, October

Tr appearsonly as a stage a powerful and decisive
stage, 1t is true. That is why October does not by
itself represent the whole social revolution In  
thinking of the victorious October days, one-nust
consider that historical circumstance as detennined
by the Russian social revolutim. y
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has We meanings - that which the working masses  
who participated in the social revolution gave it,
and with than the Anarchist-Corrmimists, and that
which was given 1t hv the political party that cap-
tured power from this aspiration to social revol-
ution , and which betrayed and stifled all further
development. An enormous gulf exists between these
two interpretations of October. The october of the
Workers and peasants is the suppression of the power

._ F

of the parasite classes in the name of equality and“,
ax _sel f-management. Tha Bolshevik October is the con-

quest of power by the party of the revolutionary
intelligentsia, the installation of its ‘State
Socialism’ and of its ‘socialist’ methods of severa-

l'l 1

..."|.|r -ing the masses. 1
1' .
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The orkers' October
The Ii-_~"ebruar_v Revolution caught the different rev-
olutionary parties in conplete disarray and with-
out any doubt they were considerably surprised by

. I I‘

the profound social character of the dawning revol-
lltion. At first, no one except the Anarchists
Wanted to believe it. The Bolshevik Party, which
made out it always expressed the most radical aspir-
ations of the working-clasfin could not go beyond. the
limits of the bourgeois revolution in its aims. It
W9-S onlyat the April conference that they asked ~
themselves what was really happening in Russia.  
Was it only the overthrow of Tsarism, or was the
revolution going further - 3S far HS the.qve11;}1r0w
of capitalism ? This last eventually posed to the
Bolsheviks the question of what tactics to enploy.
Lenin became conscious before the other Bolsheviks
of the social character cf the revolution, and
emphasized - the necessity of seizing power. He saw
a decisive advancetin the workers’ and peasants’
movemmt which was undermining the industrial and
rural” bourgeoils foundations more and more. A un-
animous viagreemeit on these questions could not be
reached‘ even up Ftp the October days. v 'I‘he Party g
manoeuvred all this "time between the social slogans
of the masses and the conception of a social-demo-
cratic revolution, from where they were created and
developed. Not opposing the slogan of petit- and
grand-bourgeoisie for a Constituent Assanbly, the
Party did its best to control the masses, striving
to keep up with their ever- increasing Dace.

During this time, the workers marched inpetuously
forward, relentlessly running their enemies of left
and right into the ground. The big rural lmdowners
began everywhere to evacuate the countryside, flee-
ing from the insurgait peasantry and seeking pro-
tection for their possessions and their persons in

.--a

Aflothertim léaa iirmortarit neculiiarityis that October the townsi L Meaniviiile, the peasantry proceeded to a
direct re-distribution of land, and did not want to
hear of peaceful co-existaice with the landlords.
In the towns as well a. sudden chmge took place
between the workers and the owners of enterprises.
Thmks to the efforts of the collective genius of
the "I35-568» workers‘ conmittees sprang up in every
lndustry, intervening directly in production, putt-

. . 5| I r -. .

ing aside the admonishments; of the owners and con-
centrating on el i|ninatingt..t.l'i'an from production.
Thus in different parts of the country. the workers
got down to the socialization. of indusptry.  T

51""-'1ta"B0\1$LY. all of".revalutionary’v‘Russia, was
°°\'eI‘e<1 Yithf I 3 V3513 Tflatwoiiil of workers’; and peasants
" ' ' h"' . .

:"S°vietsi :.‘t'hp1§?h began 150i fiiflotion as organs of self-
.‘ I

eewaeaaa. .T‘her deve1oped.p.pro1onsed, and defended
the Revolution. Capitalist rule and 01-der Still
existed nominally in the country, but a vast system
of social and economic. workers’ self-management was
being created alongside it. This regime of soviets
and factory oonmittees, by the very fact of its
appearance, the"state system de,a,th,p?~ It

. | I J,

must bepniade clear that the birth and development s
of the sovietsj and factory conlnittees had nothi-ng, to
do with authoritarian principles. On the contrary,
they were in the full sense of the term organs of

. I ,|
I I " | - . .| _|

and self-managanent of the masses, %
and in no case the organs of State power. They were

' -I .- _ 1 | _ _
| . . I ¢'I'

opposed to the State machine which to sldirect
the masses, and they prepared for a decisive battle
against it ‘ The factories to the workers, the land
to the peasants ’ - these were the slogans by which
the revolutionary masses of town and country part-
icipated in the defeat of the State machine of the
possessing classes in the name of a new social
System which was founded on the basic cells of the
factory oonmittees and the economic and social
Soviets. These catch-words circulated from one end
of workers’ Russia to the other, deeply affecting
the direct action against the socialist-bourgeois
coalition governmmt.

As was explained above, the workers and peasants
had already worked towards the entire reconstruction
of the industrial and agrarim systan of Russia
before October 1917. The warian question was vir-
tuallv solved by the poor peasmts as early as June-

e an workers for their art,September 1917. Tho urb ‘ , J. v p
 put into operation organs of social md economic

self-management, having from State and i
the owners the organizational functions of production
The October Revolution of the workers overthrew the
last mid the Efeeiiestfpsaobstacle to their revolution -A
the state poworof the owning classes,” already defeated
end dieereenized. nae ..,1ee1=. evelutien .,e1=e1ed
h.ori.fin. the social A revolution,
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putting it onto the creative road of socialist re-
construction of society, already pointed at by the
Workers in the preceding months. That is the October

' It

of the workers and the peasants. It meant apowerful  
J .

attenpt by the exploitedsmanual workers to destroy  
totallyfthe foundations of capitalist society, and to
build a workers’ society based on the principles of
equality, indwendence, and. sel f-V-management by the pro-
l etariat of the towns and the countryside. This October
did not reach its natural conclusion. It was violently
interrupted by the October of the Bolsheviks, who pro-
gressively extended their dictatorship throughout the
comitry.

The Bolshevik ctober 
All the statist parties, including the~Bolsheviks,# p

' 1 - _. -

limited the boundaries of the Russian Revoglutgigon
. - ' .l- -. - I.

installation of a social-denocratic regime. It was
only when the workers and peasants of all Russia began
to shake the more-bourgeois order, when the social
revolution was proved to be an irreversible historical
fact, that the Bolsheviliabegan discussing the social
character of the Revolution, and the consequent nec-
essity of modifying its tactics. There was no unanimity
in the Party on questions of the character and orient-

.- I |

ation of the events which had taken place, even up to
October. Furthermore, the October Revolution as well
as the events which followed developed while the Central

. .- I,

r

Conrnittee of the Party was divided into two tendencies.
Whilst a part of the Central Oournittee, Lenin at its
head, foresaw the inevitable social revolution and
proposed prwaration for the seizure of power, the
other tendency, led by Zinoviev and Kammev, denotmced
as adventurist the attempt; at social revolution, and
went no further than calling for a Constituent Assembly
in which the Bolsheviks occupied the seats furthest to
the Left. Lenin's point of view prevailed, and the  
Party began to mobilize its forces in case of a dec-
isive struggle by the masses against the Provisional
Govemment... f

The party threw itself into infiltrating the factory p
committees and the soviets of workers’ dqnuties, doing
i ts best to obtain in these organsof self-managenait
the most mandates possible in order to control their
actions. Nevertheless, the,Bolshevik concqation of,
and approach to, the soviets and the factory committees
was fundanaitally differait from that of the masses, g
While the mass of workers considered thw to be the O
orgmisof social and economic self-man-aganart, the y
Bolshevik Party looked on than as a means by whichit
was possible to match the power of the sinking
bourgeoisie, and afterwards to use this power to
serve the interests of the Party. Thus Ell arormous
differaice was revealed betwem the revolutionary
masses and the Bolshevik Party in their concwtions
and perspectives of October. In the first case, it
was the p-mestion of the defeat of power With the ,view__

Pi
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organs of workers and pcaeantc sel In” it
the second case, it was the vquestionzpof slea.ning<’.,-on,

. I .l' ._ I." I

these organs in order toseize power and subordinate
all the revolutionary forcesdto the Party".
divergmce played a fatal role in determining the
future course of the Russian Revolution.

The success of the Bolsheviks in the October Revolution
- that is to say the fact that they found themselves i
in power and from there subordinated the whole Rev-
olution to their Party - is explained by their ability
to substitute the idea of a Soviet power for the social
revolution and thepsocial emancipation of the masses.
A priori, these two ideas appear as non-contradictory
for it was possible to understand Soviet power as the
power of the soviets, and this facilitated the substit-
lltion of the idea ofSoviet power for that of the
Revolution. Nevertheless, in their realization and
consequences these ideas were in violent contradict ion
to each other. The concwtion of Soviet power incar-
nated in the Bolshevik state, was transformed into an
entirely traditional bourgeois power concentrated in
a handful of individuals who subjected to their author-
ity all that was fundamental -and most powerful in the
life of the people"- in this particular case, the social
revolution. Therefore, with the help of the ‘ power of
the soviets ’ - in which the Bolsheviks monopolized most
of the posts - they effectively attained a total power
and could proclaim their dictatorship throughout the
revolutionary territory. T . s
This furnished thm with the possibility of strangling
all the revolutionary currents of the workers in dis-  
agreement with their doctrine of altering the whole  
course of the Russian Revolution and of making it adopt
a multitude of measiuos contrary to its essence. One
of these measures was the militarisation of labour
during the years of War Cormumism - militarisation of
the workers so that millions of swindlers and parasites
could live in peace, luxury and idleness. Another
measure was the war between town and country, provoked
by the policy of the Party in considering peasants as s
elements unreliable and foreign to the Revolution.
There was, finally, the strangling of ilibertarian
thought and of the Anarchist nnvsnent, whose social
ideas and catchwords were the force of the Russian
Revolution and orientated towards a. social revolution.
Other measures consisted of the proscription of the
indqaaident workers movement, the smothering of the
freedom of speech of workers in general. All was
reduced to a single centre, from where all instructions
emanated concerning the way of life, of thought, of
action of the working masses. p
That is the October of the Bolsheviks. In it was in-
carnated the ideal followed by decades by the
revolutionary intelligentsia, finally rwlised now by
the wholesale dictatorship of the All-Russian Communist
Party. This ideal satisfies the ruling intelligentsia,
despite the catastrophic oonsecmences for the workers;
new. they een ee1.ebre1=e with new the efo r and w   T A e
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The Anarchists

Revolutionary Anarchism was the only politico-‘social
current to extol the idea of a social revolution by
the workers and peasants, as much during the H35
Revolution as from the first days of the October Rey-
olution. In fact, the role they could have played
would have been colossal, and ‘so could have been the
means of struggle employed by the masses themselves.
Likewise, no politico-social theory could have blended
so harmoniously with the spirit -and orialtation of the
Revolution. The interventions of the Anarchist orators
in 1917 were listened to with a rare trust and atten-
t ion by the workers. (me could ‘have said that the

 
who, in one way or another, continue to perpetuate the
chaos and confusion in Anarchim, all those who obstruct
its re-establishment or organisation. In other words,
thooo Whooo actions so mihst those efforts of the
movment for the emancipation of l'abour and the real-
isation of the Anarchist-Oonmunist society. The working
masses appreciate and are instinctively attracted by
Anarchism, but will not work with the Anarchist movement
until they are convinced of its theoretical and organ-
isational coherence, It is necessary for everyone of us
to try to the maximun to attain this coherence.

Conclusions and
 

revolutionary potential -of the workers and peasants, to-
gether with the ideological and tactical power of Anarch-as
ism could have representated a force to which nothing
could be opposed. Unhappily, this fusion did not
take place. Some isolated Anarchists occasionally
l ed intense revolutionary activity allnflg the “Bikers.
but there was not an Anarchist organization of great
size to lead more continuous mid co-ordinated actions.
( outside of the Nabat Oonfederation and the Makhno-V
vchtina in the Ukraine ). any such an orsantaatlofl
could have united the Anarchists and the millions of
workers. During such an 1IID01'|5Bl1t mid fllivflfltfl-E6003
revolutionary period, the Anarchists limited themselves
to the restricted flBt1VitiB$~ Of $0911 ETOIIDS instead °f
orientating thmelves to mass pol itioa-1 aotiom The!’
preferred to dmwn themselves in the sea of their  
intemal quarrels, not attanntins to no‘-to tho P1'°b1°'"
of a OOIIIIDII policy and tactic of Anarchist. this
deficiency. they eohdemed thanselves to inactmn and
Sterility (in;-ing’ the mst inportant moments of the Rev-
olution. l

The causes of this catastrophic state of the Anarchist
movemmt resided in the dispersion, the disorganis-
ation and the absence of a collective tactic--- things
which have nearly always been raised as prinoiploa among
Anarchists, preventing them nnking a single Orgflflisfi-1310!!
al step so that they could orientate the social rev-n
olution in a decisive fashion. There is no actual advan
tage in denouncing those who, by their denogog, their
thoughtlesmess, and their irresponsibility, contributed
to create this situation. But the tragic experience
which led the working masses to defeat, and Anarchim p
to the edge of the abyss, should be assimilated as from
now, We must combat and pitilessly stigatise those

The Bolshevik practice of the last ten years shows
clwrly the counter-revolutionary of their dictatorship
of the Party. Every year it restrains a little nnre the
social and political rights of the workers, and takes
their revolutionary conquests . aww. There is no doubt
that the ‘ historic mission ' of the Bolshevik Party is
euptied of all meaning and that it will attmpt to bring
the Russian Revolution to its final objective : State
Cmitalisn of the mslaving salariat, that is to say, of
the reinforced power of the exploiters and at the in-
creasing misery of the exploited. In speaking of the
Bolshevik Party as part of the socialist intelligentsia,
exercising its power over the ‘working masses of tom mud
country," we have in view its central directing nucleus
which, by its origins, its formation, and its life-style
has nothing in counnn with the working-class, and de@i-
te that, rules all the details of life of the Party and
of the people. That nucleus will attenpt to stay above
the proletariat, who have nothing to emect from it.
The possibilities for rank and file Party militants,
including the Oonmunist youth, appear different. This
mass has passively participated in the negative and
comiter-revolutionary policies of the Party, but having
come from the working-class, it is capable of becoming
aware of the authentic October of the workers and
peasants and of coming towards it. We do not doubtn
that from this mass will come many fighters for the
workers’ October. Let us hope that they rapidly ass-
imilate the Anarchist character of this October, and
that they come to its aid. On our side, let us indic-
ate this character as mch as possible, and help the
masses to reconquer and conserve the great revolutionary
achievenents.
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T HE RULERS of Russia, and their paid hacks, have recently
been celebrating "fifty years of the USSR’: and extolling the
virtues and advantages of "socialism" in that country. Mankind
has been fed, and has believed, many myths; but the one that
has proclaimed "socialism" in Russia is probably one of the R
greatest and most pernicious ever perpetrated. Such lies have
been exposed by libertarian socialists and many anarchists,
not merely since the formation of the so-called Union of Sov-
iet Socialist Republics fifty years ago, but within weeks o'f
the Bolsheviks assuming power. Asamyths die hard, it will
not come amiss if we remind ourselves of what has been said.

Even before the coming to power of the Bolsheviks in Russia,

 by PeterNewelI  

al, VESTNIK ANARKHII (July 14 .1918) were about the
earliest critics of Lenin's State Capitalism. They were soon fol
lowed by “M.Sergven" (generally assumed to be a nom-de -
plume of Grigorii Maksimov) in the September 16 issue of the
journal, V0 L'NYI G0 LOS TRUDA, in a long article entitled
“Paths of Revolution" The article was a severe indictment of
the Bolsheviks’ so-called dictatorship of the proletariat, which
had in fact merely resulted in the substitution of State Capit -
alism for private capitalism. The workers and peasants, he clai-
med, now found themselves under the heel of a new class of
administrators and bosses. What had taken place in Russia, the
article went on,resembled, and was similar to, the earlier bour-
geois revolutions in Western Europe; ‘No sooner had the op-

Peter Kropotkin exposed the arguments of the "State Social 4 Pm-tied f3"m9!'$ 3nd I-‘i'afT$m5'" Qf ETFQ/and and FY3969 !'Em0l/Ed
ists” and Social Democrats, including the supporters of Lenin, I‘/‘I6’ /Ended 6"/'-5T00!'@¢V fmm POW!“-‘F 1“/73" Thyesamb-W008 mf'd0//6“
that thay abu|d - by thair mathbda and bbiibias - bring about S class stepped into the breech and erected a new class structure
genuine socialism or communism. In his MODERN SCIENCE Wit/7 ITS?/f at The TOP.’ in 8 $I'm!'/3!‘ manner. The PFiW(!99E5 p and
AND ANARCHISM he writes; 1 "We see- in the.or9anisation of ='i'l1F/iflfiil? 0"!-‘E’ Shafed by Th9:RU5-5'59"""0517/'iY"efi@' bfififgefl/'55?
the posts and to/egraphs, in the State railways, and the like - (735 P355‘-‘d ("T0 The /lends 0" 3 "E-‘W F"/("Q 9/95$ Cfimpfilsed Bf
which are represented as illustrations of a society without cap - C?mmU"i§T {°=?"'il/ Offioia/8. '90 I/9""m9"T bufeavofa TS and Tech-
ifelists - nothing but a new, perhaps improved, but still undes- "1991 $09613//8151'-' a _ a a 1 t
irable form of the wages system. ;We even Think 1“/2,6?-90¢/I 61 %S p Under the centralised ruleof -Lenin and his “Piarty,*conclu‘deSd ,;
$0/U170" 07'1776'" $06531 Pmbiem W0"/d $0 mu!-‘(7 1'Uilagaiflsl‘ The "Sergven'I Russia entered a period of State Capitalism rathel?
present libertarian tendencies of civilised mankind, that it sim- than 5bbia|i5m_ "State SCapit3|i_5m was the haw dam bafara the
P/V would be wiroa/iaab/e- We maintain that Stare orcam'oor1'on. (waves of our social revolution" The writer of the article, then
ha ving been the force to which rhinorfties resorted for estab- - a 1 it_ _ _ _ 1 ,_ a lamented that the anarchists and anaarcho-syndicalists were too
I/shmg and yorganrsmg l'h8H" power over the masses, cannot be poorly organised to keep the re*vol-ution from being diverted!
the force which will serve to destroy these privileges‘? i into non-socialist and non-libertarian channels. The Russian “S '

peoplehad begun the revolution spontaneously, but lacked
Krgpgtkin ¢a||ad aubh ah ah-ahgamaht STATE CAp|-|-A|_|3M_ the libertarian organisation to carry it further, or to stop the“

Bolsheviks and State "socialists" from getting power and tak-
S s n ing control. The expression "State lCavpitalissrn" was used by the

if-I'* *-I--I -I--I--E ‘I--I~* S ana rchists to designate the concentration of political power, R
together with State ownership of the meansof production.

s The State had become the exploiter in place of a multiplicity sAs early as April, 1918, Lenin admitted that the Bolsheviks had S _ - S S A - t -
jettisoned "the Principles of the Paris Commune’: and claimed fivfaggrgfgfifiscggittfiggtgfigcerna The workers remamed slaves sin his LEFT-WING COMMUNISM - AN INFANTI LE DIS-~ '  
ORDER that ‘State Capitalism would be a step forward with S
the present stare ofaffairs in our Soviet Republic.’ * * * * * * * -1+ -1+ * -ii ii-

Furthermore, the charge that the Bolsheviks (now calling them~ Si
selves Communists) had introduced "State Capitalism" rather This W35 b"°l-'9'“ Out $h3l'P|Y during the |<l’0l‘I$'f3dT TBV0" ill
than “proletarian socialism" soon became a major and recur - March, 1921. An article in the Kronstadt IZVESTI IA VREM-
rent theme among anarchists and, to some extent,Social Rev - ENNOGO REVOLIUTSIONNOGO KOMITETA of March 8 1 S

'\|olutionaries and a few Menshevik lnternationalists such as J. clearly analyses the situation in Russia at that time- The writer
Martov. The Briansk Federatioriof Anarchists, in their journ.-t _ S (who was probably Petrichenko-S) says; S T S * I 1



'74 fter carrying out the October Revolution, to the working class
hoped to achieve its emancipation. But? the result was an even
greater-enslavement of the human personality. The power of
the police and gendarme Monarchy passed into the hands of
the Communist usurpers, who, instead ofgiving the people
freedom, instilled in them the constant fear of falling into the
torture chambers of the CHEKA.... .. ” A ' S s

"But most infamous andcriminal ofall is the moralservitude
which the Communists have inaugura ted; they have laid their
hands also on the inner world 0f the toilers, forcing them to

. I . _|' . ' . '-

Also in exile, Maximov on a numbelflof occasionsl-eelinlderrinrs the
Communists rulers of Russia for imposing, and developing, a
bureaucratic State Capltallstregime. And in his EUROPEAN
IDEOLOGIES: A SURVEY OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY
POLITICAL IDEAS, Rudolf Rockers observes; E

"' ln Russia, where the so-called dictatorship of the proletariat
has iipened into reality, theaspirations of a particular Party for
power have prevented any truly socialistic; reorganisation of ec-
onomic /ife, and have forced the country into the slavery of a
grinding State Capitalism ".'

aicomrgunezt W3},/' Witt, HA9 he/pkof tlge ?:r?agCra%-sad At this point, however, it isfair to mention that not all anarch-
SJ mgr ,gL%'g;"_ gafgefgieafvgefijoty Zmogniri grmegf §gfer?;, ists have categorised the Soviet Union as State Capitalist.ln the

Hopefully, the writer concludes; A _ s

" ‘The workers andpeasants steadfastly march forward, leaving

main, professional" anarchists, such as Alexander'Berkman,
Emma Goldman and Voline were never able to analyse the form
of society that emerged and developed in Russia.* Voline gen-
erally referred to it as “State Socialism’: and Berkman, as late
as 1929, when he was writing his ABC OF ANA RCHISM, still

hehihd them the Cehe.h;weh.t Aeeemh/V» with he heurgeeis re ' r r imagined that -the Bolsheviks wanted communism, but that un-
gime, and the dictatorship of the Communist Party, with its like anarchists, they hoped to impose it on the workers. The
CHEKA ehd he Stete cephe/ism» Wheee hehemehre heeee eh‘ so-called professional revolutionaries, like Goldman and Berk -
ehe/es their heeke ehd threeiehe re etrehg/e themie deeth-T The man, took a long time in becoming really disillusioned with Bol-
Pfeeeht evemirh at /e$T_9h/e-9 the Te’./ere _the ePPe””hhY re he"’e shevik "communism? They never really appreciated that, with

ce of Party pressure, and to remake the bureaucratised Trade
U nions into free associations of workers, peasan ts and the lab-
ouring intelligentsia. At last the policeman "ls club of the Com-
munist autocracy has been broken  

Unfortunately, it was not yet to be. A

IN 1926, Archinov, Malmo and Ida Mett returned to the sub -

highly differentiated wages system and its primitive accumulat-
ion of (State) capital, Russia was merely developing - in a
bureaucratic State form - what the West_had developed years
before -— capitalism !

And it is this - State Capitalism - that the rulers of the so-éal-
led USSR have been celebrating; not socialism or ‘genuine com-
munism. The revolution for free or libertarian communism is

iect in their “0rsanisati<>nal PIatform'i Thev rishflv i_wi_nt@d yet to be. Thatrwill bethe Third Revolution advocated by the
out that the seizing of power, through a so-called Socialist Par- Russian anarchists Sime 1913_ " r '
ty, and the organising of a so-called ‘r'Proletari an State’Is cannot
serve the cause of emancipation. "7'he State, immediately and
supposedly constructed for defence of the Revolution, invari-
ably ends up distorted by needs and characteristics peculiar to
itself; itself becoming the goal, produces specific, privileged
castes on which it depends ” It subsequently re-establishes
the basis of a new Capitalist Authority and State, with the us -
ual enslavement and exploitation of the masses.

l_

* in Britain,|ong-standing anarchists and contributors to
FREEDOM are still just as much at “sixes and sevens“regard -
ing the nature of the Soviet system. More than one writer
thinks it is communism ! A

. _ii 

ll_ __ __ __ . _ . _. __..___-.- ___ _ .. ._ _ . __..___ ..__ __ 1.



THE TYRANNY OF STRUCTURELESSNESS p A

by Jo Freeman, published by Leeds Women’s ORA,price.5p

“In the Women’s Liberation Movement a great emphasis has
been placed on what are called leader-less structureless groups
as the main organisational form of the movement. The idea of
‘structurelessness’ however has become a goddess in its own
right.-L Contrary to what we would like to believe, there is no
such thing as a structureless group, because the idea of “struc -
turelessness” does not prevent the formation ofS informal sti'*uc-
tures, but only formal ones. Unstructuredzgroups maybe ivory
effective in getting women to talk about their lives; they aren’t
very good for getting things done." l

l ... - '. ' - .' " :' '-|.'i.-I'.."- .' -- --I -1." ' -- -' '
." ' i = -.- I'- t- " '--"1-='-'-' -'3 ?"" ".1-':""r -'.- '-- ".,=.- 'l!- "3' ' - - ' - 25'_ t, . , . ' r._ - |_ .l_ .' _i. _- - _ ._ '-_|_T,i'5r|. _- , ' E,-:r.'£' .- ' - _ _ -. - -
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THE POLITICS O-F HOMOSEXUALITY '.
I - I.

_ ' | J - '

I . ,| I -.- .'

By DON MlL,LlGAN . (Pluto Press.’ 23p)

As an introduction to fheplolitics of homosexuality this pam '-
phlet is not a success. The issues are raised, but not detailed ,and
there is throughout a defensive attitude towards the ‘gay consc
IOLISHESS. ' ' '

' |

' |Ii. . I |
| | . - |

The key is found (p. 15) in an apologetic sentence that,“ .....the
gay movement canmake littleipractical‘ contribution to the
labour movement. Weican'tl,,stril<eor or9,3fIize tenants’ associa
tions ...." "It wouldl seem thatthe pamphlet,p_rod)uced by Cdel
milliganas a statement in defence of his positionhis mainly dir-
ected at his IS comrades, who havecriticised him for daring to

The Point is a good one wellworth makings but by itself it is A '°°'“e °“t' while remaining an ‘S msm°e'~  r s r ,
not worth Sp, not the effort put into producingthis pamphlet,
in which the basic theme is r6Peated~, restated, reiterated, and The Gav "‘°!"*‘='i"e"*- as wi.th.°the','. mlesvemehts e9?l"5t Seeeiiieareas of capitalist oppression outside the narrow industrial stru-elaborsted for eleven pages It concludes with some useful I ( bi k I s h di s . , " . - i gg e ac s,women, caimentsetc.lr as eveloped in isolattionsteps towards structuring groups democratically, but one is f h i f h | r
still not sure whY Leeds Women’s ORA found it worth so much mm t e po meal '6 t’ t he aft having had nothing to say to it‘i . . i -s T Such acceptance as the black and women's movements have aclr
of their time and attemlom ieved among the ‘cad res of the vanguards (who -remain overwhel-

mingly white male and assumed heterosexual) has been throughMy main criticism is the same as theirs, as stated in their exce1l- h . H’  em introduction The pamphletrdeals purely with organisation t e_ir own e orts, their own strength, forcing reluctant recognition
and as the Leeds women sa “The mutual intersecfion between This has seen the end of overt racism and male chauvinism in the

’ y’ left press, and a willingness to regard_blacks, women - and nowtheory, practice and organisational form is so strong that you cl 'mants l bl it‘ fodd A "dad h b A. . . . . . . ai - asva ua erecru in  er rovi it e can ecannot discuss any one m isolation? Obviously it is possible to k 9, er p~ F 1] V _
give the main emphasis to one of these , but the author of A °‘9°°““2'°d as mac “°""°'$'1 lllwqmen workers’: IllmelmployedThe Tyranny of Stmcturelessness, nowhere allows her own workers . That IS, acceptance of the movements but not their
socialor political ideas even to be implicit, and consequently
has little to say about practice. Her analysis of informal group

ideological questioning of bourgeois values.
. . .I

structures has some interesting insights, but in general it so Ah“ Yet 9.375 have not Yetl in Bfilain' rreechedlielllerll this 'f""°'~
lacks any point of reference to reality as to be of little practical Left groups such as '8 am lespecwuyl -SLL ca" 5”“ be “'°lem'
value; Establishing a form of organisation without arbasic theo ly anti-gay, they are dismissed - as women and claimants were
ry is like writing a poem (however lyrically), without ah meaning. zgarilglimsg sfifugggnpgrtantr “P91TV~bour9@0l$" de\'l3il°"5
Both, alas,are only too common. S . ‘A at y  s , ~

The Leeds sisters’ other criticism of this pamphlet is that it Perhfps ‘ht '?*‘ '“?Y 50°" '”°°9"‘*°. the jprqblsems Of “gay W0"
lacks a criticism of traditional, hierarchical forms of organisation kersr Put 't.'5 “"|'.kel'Y that thell Wm Y°‘l*"<‘?e up to the role Of(as examples they give “Leninist groups, present Trade Unions, sexuality - including gay sexuality - in social revolutions. But

- - - rejection of the ‘gay consciousness by revolutionaries will inev-
local counclls) and how they work" Thls leads an loglcafly hm? itably lead to what could be called “gayism" - an analysis whichthe first objection. Authoritarian organisations reflect an auth
oritaiian view of society. Ifewe reject onerwe must reject the ~ ,Wh"smai"*al"l"9e '°"°'"il°"e'Y.P°$l,*l.°"- messraies rthevrlml
other. This is something that needs to besslllrlvvorkedrl out irirrdetail l - Prflfiflflififir°i“9fiVs"B$5rI0 i'71l‘\@s51Il'"%|B'3-'-- 4P
soithat the implications can be clearly understroods. Ifthe Leeds kl rSisters do so’ as they intend to, they win be fining in a consider Such tendencies already exist in the women's (Rad. Femmes)
able gap in our understanding. r t 1 r r -I .r stand °'al'“a"“' l"°'e""a"‘l"“-' 99 Kelrlh .Pat°"l m°”eme“t5'

. _ ' . ' I' . -l_ - - ' _ 1' I -l - .l' I _ - 5 . .|, , _ I -1 -t -i _
_ I.’ _ _ . I , _ - . | I ' .-

| ' ' r 1'1 ' - " -I ' '\- _-' ' _ _l— - '- _ - _ . i_ _. - --.
it r and= both are imasked by-as rspecitlc;r,|;t;jsec,ti,orr,of the traditional

The Leeds iottodooeoeieitd dell.-etano...reeiesoetta, ri"4'°"<°'*Pii°"iaied "Bill-l*  s S I L l l
en’s Liberation movement (‘TheTyranny‘of Structurelessness’
is by a member of ltheifilmerican movement) -;lS66l'I1,IIlCil':e_ likely?) r Cede-_ Mllllgfih lT\3l<_9$:3*\lflrl5d P05"! Who?" he ifhal “H°m°$9><'~

I ' | -
J-| ' -

| - ' '|

to provide points for consideration‘-jbpy tho$c,1l1§etcstedr,.inarrthe , Us-3', "h,e'et'i,°" *+r~l~-r-'5_“*°t s"_a*a"te°deY"¢§'i;t-§°°'a"$m'i (p' Ml‘

than the main body of the pamphlet" ever ‘It is"'tti' be tegtet-e cos" of borufQY9°l5 ld9°|‘09Y. 3) D0591 |3T9B|Yl9I10l'Bd h5'¢h@"0- An"!
ted that the Leeds wQmgn.‘h3vg- Spent their time-in 1-oissuing. 3 ~ ~ revolution which retains bourgeois prejudices and "morality"
vague, vgfbgse paper of such ]jmited 1-e1ev3n¢e;wh¢n they oould s (including sexual attitudes) carries the seeds of its own self-
be producing something of their own of sreal‘lvalue,jlnot-just for ~dB$’II'U0'li0l1-" R A A *
Women’s Liberation, but for the whole libertarian leftlf pg t  A C in  r   M

Jill Walker (Manchester Womenfs r
Liberation)

.D. 8: J.W.
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“TI-IE MULTINATIONALS"

(Pelican 50p) by Christopher Tugendhat.

A art from an introduction for the Pelican edition this isP .

Tugendhafs 1971 book, but it has certainly appeared in paper
back at the atppropriate moment when the public is becoming
very aware so the power of multinational companies. It deserves
a widereadership, although the author as a former Conservative
M.P. and leader writer for the “Financial Times’: is definitely
one of the enemy, he has gathered together in readable form
some enlightening information.

Multinationals are very large companies which produce and sell
their goods in different usually far-flung countries. Examples
are ford, IBM and Shell. They have the striking characteristic
of being under strict central direction with the subsidiaries all
working within a framework established by an overall group t
Elan drawn up at headquarters. Central direction with such

uge organisations depends for its effectiveness on rapid and
reliable air travel, an efficient telephone, telegraph and telex
system, and computers capable of handling amass of informat -
ion. Multinationals have an important place in the industrial
and economic life of most powerful nations and occupy leading
positions in key manufacturing industries. They have increased
in importance rapidly over" the last twenty-five years: between
1946 and 1969 thcbook value of American foreign direct in-
vestmcnts rose from 7,200 million dollars to 70,763 million
dollars. As a result, U.S. companies now account for an estim-
ated 60 to 65 per cent of all foreign direct investment. By 1980
it is estimated that foreign-owned internationals will account
for about half of total exports of many Western European coun-
tries, and locally-owned internationals for much of the rest
Prof. Perlmutter believes that by 1985 world industry will be
dominated by 200 or 300 very large international companies
responsible for the greater part of industrial output.

This poses several problems for govemments. The most dram -
atic isspeculation. Money flows “like giant waves from one
country to another? remarks an EEC official, and these waves
are beyond the control of governments - the pace and directi-
on of the money movements within each multinational group
is directed by the central headquarters of the group. During two
days prior to German revaluation in 1971 two thousand mill -
ion dollars were exchanged into German marks. Ford’s has an
economist, according to Tugendhat, who has been right with
69 of his 75 forecasts of when devaluations will occur ! More

lr

v1ta_l1n the longer term is the multinationals’ power to decide
on Investment. This when a company can select whichever
country offers the best industrial, economic sales and political
prospects for its new plants and facilities. A government very
amnous to secure a large investment rurming into several hund-
reds of millions of pounds can alter certain rules of the game
to attract the investment. Companies which have the power to
allocate markets, have freedom of choice where to invest and
make it known that strict tax controls are not an attractive fea-
ture of a country’s organisation, are unlikely to be treated fav-
ourably.
On tax, multinational companies tend to employ one set of ex -
pertsto discover what the tax rules are and another set to advise
on how to get round them. Additional investment is not encou-
raged in countries where pressure from tax officials is over
zealous. ' v A

Trade unionists have become very alarmed at the power of mul-
tinational companies over the work force. Ford’s workers were
reminded during their month long strike in 1969 that production
and new investment could be switches to plants abroad. t The
other side of this coin is that the strike at Fords of Britain had
within a week led to the laying off of 2,000 men in the Belgian
Ford plant. Whllst 89 mtllon dollars worth of production
was lost in Britain, 26.4 million dollars worth was lost in Belgium
and Germany. Another factor in this area is that companies
fear large profits will provoke large wage claims from trade uni-
ons _ so by book-keeping they keep the level of subsidiaries’ pro-
fits m certain countries at a modestlevel. The companies have
a huge advantage over trade unions in that they have access to
all the companies’ international figures whilst the trade union
has to make do with national subsidiaries’ figures only.

Tugendhat mainly excludes the relation of multinational comp-
anies to the Third World, concentrating on the developed, in-
dustrialised countries. This helps to make his book compact
but the missing area is so vital in the source of raw materials
that it strikes this writer that if Counter-Information Services
could supply a comprehensive world survey of multinationals
they would be doing an essential, if onerous, job. Another
mind-boggling factor Tugendhat misses is the coming energy
crunch. At one stage he muses on what would happen if IBM
went bankrupt, goverrunents suddenly being faced with many
thousands of unemployed men, but imagine the results of the
bankruptcy of the oil companies and the motor car manufac -
turers, both leading multinationals extremely vulnerable to the
world scarcity of oil, and see where itleads you !

JERRY WESTALL

So far income and expenditure have just lrqit pace with rising donations ind sales
LIBERTABIAAN STRUGGLE needs a new colnllflser, better qlality newqirint to

W oolle with a regular increase in the number of pages. Libertarirli ideas have to
become widemread in the class struggle which is reachhlg greater intensity.
LIBERTARIAN STRUGGLE must be able to increase its effectiveness in this
I’-ldlt.
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